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MESSAGE FROM THE 
OUTGOING PRESIDENT 

Good evening all. It’s my pleasure to welcome you to the 2017 Awards for Excellence for the Victorian 
Chapter of the National Association of Women in Construction.

This year, for the first time in our history, we celebrate Victorian achievements.  In November, the newly 
formed and solely independent Tasmania Chapter will celebrate the achievements of excellent women in 
Tasmania. For those of you who traverse Bass Strait for work or holiday, I implore you to place yourself in 
Hobart in time to attend the first NAWIC Awards for Excellence in Hobart.

In Victoria, welcome to the Sofitel. We’ve listened to your feedback this year and moved to a new venue so 
that we ensure that your NAWIC Chapter stays contemporary and agile and so that we provide you with the 
best opportunity to celebrate the achievements of women in our construction industry.

Last year, I noted in this text the tireless work of the Council to reinvent itself and hold conversations for 
women that must be had. This year, we’ve sought to ‘inspire the fire’ in our members and the industry 
generally, encourage boldness and bravery in difficult conversations (including about pay) and continue to 
provide well attended events. The industry has responded to our enthusiasm and I’m delighted that, this 
year, we’ve received record support, particularly those nominating for and supporting these Awards. I’m 
very proud that NAWIC has re-enlivened its presence and importance as the only professional association 
dedicated to furthering women in the whole construction industry.

To all nominees, congratulations and thank you for your hard work, dedication and skill.  To those supporting 
each nomination, thank you for your encouragement and for setting the bench mark for recognising the 
achievements of women in your organisation.

I’d like to give my sincere thanks to our sponsors. Your support ensures that the industry attends to support 
the Award nominees and hear about their achievements.  We hope that this evening confirms your reasons 
for providing support and that you leave inspired to further the cause for diverse workplaces.

We thank:

MAJOR SPONSORS 
John Holland
Boral
CPB Contractors
Hamilton Marino
Hickory Group
Laing O’Rourke Australia
Lendlease
Multiplex
RMIT University

SUPPORTERS 
ACCIONA
City of Melbourne
Cockram Construction
Downer Group
Hansen Yuncken
Kane Construction
Probuild
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In addition to our sponsors, I am grateful for the relentless dedication to the NAWIC Awards that three NAWIC 
members provide (and have provided for many years):

Fiona Mitchell, Woolworths
Cindy Sfeir, Atmosphere Group
Kristina Veg, Walker Corporation

Our Awards evening (and our Awards committee) benefit from the tireless dedication of Amanda Dale and 
Penny Fitzgerald, ADvent Event Management. Amanda and Penny, thank you very much for your energy and 
your ideas to make this evening better than the last.

I’m both sad and excited that this Awards will be my last as President of the Victorian Chapter. Having had 
the great pleasure to see NAWIC grow and recreate its personality and to form a Council that is energetic, 
loyal and bold, it’s time for the Council to progress under new leadership. Samantha Woodward, I’m looking 
forward to working with you and to seeing how NAWIC spreads its wings under your Presidency.

This text would be incomplete without recording my thanks to the members of the Chapter Council. 

Thank you in particular to:

NATIONAL BOARD 
National Chairperson - Helen Badger 
National Treasurer - Catherine Hart

VICTORIAN COUNCIL 
Vice President and Incoming President Samantha Woodward THINK-SAVVY 
Education Chair and Incoming Vice President Katherine Brewis CPB Contractors 
Treasurer Sian McKenna WT Partnership 
Awards Chair Fiona Mitchell Woolworths 
Events and Strategy Co-Chair Elinor Moshe Cockram Construction
Events Co-Chair Amanda Tan Turner and Townsend Thinc
Marketing and Communications Chair Mersi Halilovic SJ Higgins Group
Special Projects – STEM Cana Loh Harris HMC

It’s been an honour to work with you and I’ve so enjoyed leading our Council. Thank you for taking on new 
challenges and embracing new ways of working. I am excited to step back and join the ranks again.

To our members, thank you for being amazing, for excelling and for being here this evening to celebrate 
with your colleagues, peers and fellow NAWICians.

On behalf of the Chapter Council, sit back, relax and enjoy this evening. To the nominees and winners of 
the Awards, our warmest congratulations.

Kind regards 
Rebecca Dickson 
President, NAWIC Victorian Chapter
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As the new president of the NAWIC Victorian chapter I want to again draw your attention to the exceptional 
group of applicants we have for our excellence awards in 2017. Of course none of this would be possible 
without our Awards committee, the support of ADvent event management, the significant contribution of 
our valued corporate partners, right through to the accomplished individual nominees. It is heartening to 
observe, when the time for the excellence awards arrives, that the breadth and depth of industry commitment 
is so comprehensive. I’d also like to thank our excellent MC for keeping this premier awards event running 
so smoothly. 

I am consistently reminded that the volunteer contribution of all the Council members and associated 
committees, is substantial. It is testament to the importance and priority that women in construction have, 
in the pursuit of supporting each other. I would now like to also acknowledge the contribution that Rebecca 
Dickson has made through her presidency of the Victorian chapter. The foundations she has set, provide 
us with the opportunity to continue to deliver events, networking opportunities and information sharing that 
are aligned with the NAWIC vision, mission and values. We look forward to delivering a calendar of events, 
including opportunities like our upcoming CEO Shadow and mentoring programs. We are confident that 
opportunities like these will indeed ‘inspire the fire’, for our members, our sponsorship partners and the 
construction industry.

Samantha Woodward 
Managing Director THINK-SAVVY 
Incoming President NAWIC Victoria

MESSAGE FROM THE 
INCOMING PRESIDENT
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
On behalf of the NAWIC Awards Committee I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the sponsors for 
the 2017 NAWIC Awards for Excellence for their valued and generous support. The NAWIC Awards would 
not be a reality without your support, so thank you for partnering with us to recognise the amazing women 
showcased this year.

I would also like to thank our judges who kindly volunteer their time and expertise to support these Awards. 
To all the Award nominees, we applaud you all for your commitment to the industry and encourage you to 
continue to strive for excellence in everything you do. Congratulations go to the 2017 Award winners. It is a 
huge honour to be recognised for your outstanding achievements in your field.

To the wonderful ladies who join me on the Awards committee, it has been another fantastic year. Thank you 
all for your commitment and support and most of all your time. On behalf of the Awards committee, we wish 
everyone an enjoyable night and thank you again for your continued support.

Kind regards
Fiona Mitchell 
NAWIC Awards Chair
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ABOUT NAWIC
The National Association of Women in Construction’s Mission is:

• To raise the profile of women working in the construction industry 
• To be a positive instrument for change in the construction industry 
• To promote and share construction industry best practice 
• To meet, support and network with other women in the construction industry

From its inception in Australia in 1995, NAWIC has strived to build a dynamic organisation which 
encourages and supports women in the construction and related affiliate industries. Our membership has 
risen steadily over the years due to enhanced networking opportunities and the continuing development of 
member services and benefits.

The Victorian Chapter of NAWIC currently has over 550 members from a wide range of construction 
industry occupations including: engineers, lawyers, architects, project managers, builders, quantity 
surveyors, tradeswomen, interior designers, small businesswomen, marketing, education, developers, 
property, and research and development.

The Chapter has strong support from industry, with over 130 organisations holding corporate membership 
nationally and many more supporting our activities through sponsorship for events, the Awards, the 
National Conference and other educational seminars.

VICTORIAN COUNCIL

Vice President and incoming President Samantha Woodward THINK-SAVVY 
Education Chair and incoming Vice President Katherine Brewis CPB Contractors 
Treasurer Sian McKenna WT Partnership 
Awards Chair Fiona Mitchell Woolworths  
Events and Strategy Co-Chair Elinor Moshe Cockram Construction 
Events Co-Chair Amanda Tan Turner and Townsend Thinc 
Marketing and Communications Chair Mersi Halilovic SJ Higgins Group 
Special Projects – STEM Cana Loh Harris HMC 
Immediate past President Rebecca Dickson Australia Pacific Airports Corporation
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NAWIC would like to thank the Awards committee for organising this event. The committee includes:

AWARDS COMMITTEE

JUDGES
NAWIC would like to thank the following people for being involved in the judging process:

COMPANY JUDGE TITLE

City of Melbourne Mark Allan Program Manager Planning & Design - QVM Precinct Renewal

Johnstaff Russell Bates Director and National Leader of Construction Services

Hickory Group Sandra Costanzo Legal Counsel

Boral Paul Dalton Executive General Manager - Southern Region

Australia Pacific Airports Corporation Rebecca Dickson NAWIC VIC Immediate Past President

Downer Group Sarah Duke Talent & Sourcing Manager

Cockram Construction Mark Eades Construction Manager

University of Melbourne Valerie Francis Associate Professor, Construction Management, 
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, University of Melbourne 

John Holland Group Larissa Garvin Communications and Stakeholder Manager VIC | SA | TAS & NZ

Laing O'Rourke Australia Bruce Gidley Business Development Manager – VIC | SA | QLD

Lendlease Jaclyn Gow Construction Manager

Hansen Yuncken Louise Hansen Business Development Manager & Director

CPB Contractors Graham Hawthorne Engineering Manager

Kane Construction Ainsley Middleton Contracts Manager

Hamilton Marino Shaun O'Connell Director

Probuild Constructions Ben Owen Project Manager

ACCIONA Emma Reiners Head of Marketing

RMIT University Melissa Tinetti VET Program Manager - Building & Construction

Cockram Construction Tim Vayenas Corporate HR Manager

Walker Corporation Kristina Veg Contractor Administator

THINK-SAVVY Samantha Woodward NAWIC Victorian incoming President

Fiona Mitchell
Woolworths

Amanda Dale
ADvent Event Management

Kristina Veg
Walker Corporation

Cindy Sfeir
Atmosphere Group
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AWARD CATEGORIES
JOHN HOLLAND
Crystal Vision Award for Advancing the Interests of Women in the Construction Industry

BORAL 
Award for Diversity & Inclusion (Gender)

CPB CONTRACTORS 
Award for Contribution to Environmental Sustainability

HAMILTON MARINO 
Award to an Emerging Leader

HICKORY GROUP 
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Design

LAING O’ROURKE 
Award for Outstanding Achievement as a Businesswoman

LENDLEASE 
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Delivery, Development or Construction

MULTIPLEX 
Award to a Young Achiever

NAWIC 
Award for Outstanding Achievement by a Construction Lawyer

RMIT UNIVERSITY 
Award for Outstanding Achievement by a Student
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2017 SPONSORS

MAJOR SPONSORS

SUPPORTERS



CPB Contractors provides 
safe, rewarding and fulfilling 
careers for women on 
Victoria’s most iconic 
infrastructure projects. 

We are a proud sponsor  
of the 2017 NAWIC Awards 
for Excellence.

www.cpbcon.com.au

Boral is a proud sponsor of the  
2017 Diversity & Inclusion Award

Build something great™

Discover more: www.boral.com.au
Boral is a registered trademark of Boral Limited or one of its subsidiaries. BCC14880

At Boral we believe that success comes from the diversity  
and commitment of our people and we work hard to attract,  
develop and retain the very best talent across our business. 

Boral congratulates all nominees across all categories.
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2017 WINNERS

Monica is a senior Project Manager with Kane Constructions and a worthy recipient of the Crystal Vision 
award. Monica’s wealth of construction knowledge, strong leadership skills and passion for equality 
are strengths which make her shine. She started with Kane in 2005 as a Contracts Administrator 
and progressed to be Kane’s fifth female Project Manager nationally, and currently their most senior. 
Monica has completed a variety of projects across a range of sectors including health, education 
and community. Her projects have often involved managing construction in and around high risk and 
operational environments and she is widely recognised as the ‘best around’ in managing challenging 
construction works. 

Monica offers all of this whilst continually instigating change and empowering the women within Kane 
and the surrounding community. She has led the discussion on the appropriate policies within Kane 
in relation to women, including equal opportunity, recruitment focus, skills requirements, training, 
providing opportunities, paid parental leave and careers leave. Monica is a mentor, a trailblazer and a 
deliverer of ‘tough love’. She is firm but fair and is always willing to challenge the barriers that still exist 
in our industry.

Congratulations Monica. 

JOHN HOLLAND CRYSTAL VISION AWARD FOR ADVANCING  
THE INTERESTS OF WOMEN IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Monica Fontaine
Kane Constructions
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Michelle joined Hickory Group in 2015 as the business’ Learning and Development Manager. She is 
responsible for the design, development and delivery of performance based people initiatives, aimed at 
improving employee productivity and on the job performance.

During her time at Hickory, Michelle has made a significant contribution to improving the organisation’s 
systems, processes, standards and has developed key initiatives that have steered the strategies 
direction of the business.

Of notable mention is Michelle’s leadership of Hickory’s “Lessons Learnt” program. The Lessons 
Learnt sessions are an opportunity for all project stakeholders and functional areas to identify areas 
for continuous improvement, which lead to new and improved processes and practices for greater 
efficiency. As a result of these sessions, Hickory now conducts regular Quality Focus Groups and sets 
a major goal for all constructions the business is responsible for to be delivered 100% defect free.

Michelle’s contributions extend to the community as she was involved in the major building upgrade 
of Youth Projects homeless charity in Hosier Lane, Melbourne. Michelle helped to lead, coordinate and 
deliver the pro-bono project which was an outstanding display of teamwork and commitment, making 
a positive contribution to the local community.

Michelle is a valued member of the Hickory team and she works alongside the directors of the 
business to ensure the ongoing and future success of the organisation. Her achievements to date and 
commitment to ongoing improvement are commended. 

Congratulations Michelle!

LAING O’ROURKE AUSTRALIA AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT AS A BUSINESSWOMAN

Michelle de Lima
Hickory Group
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The judging panel was impressed by Marina’s significant contribution to the Macquarie University’s Arts 
West building from both a project delivery perspective, meeting the needs of users, and challenging 
traditional thinking. As noted by her client, “Marina’s ability to solicit feedback, listen to stakeholder 
concerns and find creative solutions to problems was extremely impressive”.  Marina leveraged her 
experience and insights as a teacher to ensure the end users were front of mind in every aspect of her 
work on this outstanding project.

The judging panel noted Marina’s exploratory approach, close collaboration and consultation with 
the client, users, consultants and builders to generate truly innovative design outcomes.  The builder 
commented on how Marina’s efforts meant the prototyping was pushed beyond traditional testing and 
led to the ability to deliver a truly innovative environment.  “Marina’s contribution to creating a world 
class building that has transformed the way the university teaches should be recognised. Her approach 
and the manner in which she went about it should be rewarded.”

Marina’s results are best described by Professor Mark Considine, the Dean of the Faculty of Arts: “The 
focus of Arts West is immersive, interactive and collaborative learning is unsurpassed in the Asia pacific 
region. This is the new force in humanities and social science teaching and research.”

Congratulations Marina.

LENDLEASE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
IN DELIVERY, DEVELOPMENT OR CONSTRUCTION

Marina Carroll - Architectus
for Macquarie University Redevelopment
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Micala is an Environmental Professional working within a national and extremely diverse Road Services 
business for Downer. Micala has improved upon the environmental compliance governance regime 
across 34 asphalt plants and many road maintenance and construction projects and more importantly, 
directly contributed to an Australian first, street sweeping repurposing plant.  Micala has implemented 
a contaminated land management system which delivered real and substantial financial savings. Micala 
also managed an improvement program across Downer’s national roads business by implementing a 
contamination management system which led to reduced risk for both Downer and its clients. 

Amazingly, Micala was a pivotal part of an integrated team of environmental, engineering and finance 
professionals who work towards commissioning Australia’s first road waste recovery system. More 
specifically, Micala contributed directly to this project by writing the licence application and waste 
exemption proposal for all the materials reclaimed from stormwater pit waste. Micala also provides 
ongoing planning and construction advice to the Project Engineer.

Congratulation Micala

CPB CONTRACTORS AWARD FOR CONTRIBUTION 
TO ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Micala Witton
Downer Group
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Amy demonstrated exemplary leadership in overcoming some extremely challenging situations, while 
being the project lead on the Hopkins Correctional Centre Expansion Project in Ararat, a project that 
involved completing several partially constructed buildings started by another contractor, some of 
which had to be demolished and re-built.

The judges were impressed with Amy’s integrity, commitment and willingness to lead a project with 
a variety of challenges to its completion. As a young, upcoming industry professional, Amy led the 
delivery of this project, in not only a male dominated industry, but also within an operational men’s 
correctional facility, a potentially volatile and high-risk environment. Amy provided support to staff and 
subcontractors who required it, and in collaboration with prison management, she adjusted schedules 
and programmes of work to maintain separation between offenders and the works teams.

Due to the project being in a regional area, Amy was required to ensure staff who were new to their 
roles were trained and mentored, and the team’s wellbeing was a high priority to ensure that staff were 
coping well with the stresses and challenges of working away from family and friends.

The judging panel were also impressed by Amy’s swift ascent to her role as a Project Manager, her 
genuine passion for mentoring young people and for being a role model for other women in her field. 
Amy’s leadership extends to the work she is undertaking with company management to discuss options 
for female project managers who choose to have a family and the unique challenges they experience, 
in comparison to their male counterparts.

Well done Amy.

HAMILTON MARINO AWARD TO AN EMERGING LEADER

Amy Sheane-Smith
Multiplex
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Marielle Salom is undertaking a Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours) and Commerce at Monash 
University and commenced working with CPB Contactors at the end of her first year of University in 
2016 and is still employed with them.

Marielle has a passion for volunteering, particularly in the indigenous community.  She volunteers with 
Engineers Without Borders, a national member-based community organisation that creates social value 
through engineering. Instead of participating in schoolies week, Marielle volunteered with Sacred Heart 
School in the Indigenous Community Beagle Bay in Western Australia. She also helped run the Police 
Citizens Youth Club and Youth off the Streets and is currently a coach umpire and plays hockey.

Marielle won the Margaret Boyle Prize for Public Speaking as well as the Joan Crowe Memorial Award 
for Sporting Excellence and Team Spirit whilst at school.

Marielle has encountered some challenges with gender equality in Civil Engineering and starting from 
secondary school she witnessed and experienced discouragement of women in STEM professions.  
Not one to be deterred by this, Marielle’s personal drive, commitment and participation in sport has 
taught her how to successfully work in a team and as a volunteer. Marielle’s experience has helped 
her put things into perspective, has heightened her leadership skills (particularly her confidence and 
companionship) and has helped her use these skills to transition into the professional and commercial 
world.

Marielle aspires to be a role model for female engineers and to eventually manage large civil engineering 
projects. She wants to encourage more women to challenge themselves with a career in engineering 
and change the face of the construction engineering industry. A particular career goal, in relation to her 
passion for volunteering, is to work as an engineer in an indigenous or rural community in Australia.

Congratulations Marielle

RMIT AWARD TO AN OUTSTANDING STUDENT

Marielle Salom
CPB Contractors
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As a lead Design Manager on the New Schools PPP project, Emma overcame many project challenges 
as a result of her leadership in design project planning and delivering the client’s Brief. Emma’s attention 
to detail and ability to quickly grasp complex information proved invaluable in her role. She maintained 
a constant focus on the Brief and consistently met design and construction team requirements through 
regular and extensive communication with the Government, State stakeholders, consortium members, 
consultants and Watpac’s construction team. Emma undertook extensive brief compliance reviews and 
stakeholder consultations, ensuring the State’s design deliverables were understood and articulated in 
the design. 

Emma’s contribution to the project encompassed both Bid Design and Design Delivery phases over two 
years, which culminated in the successful completion and handover of the first tranche of 9 schools in 
December 2016

Well done Emma.

HICKORY GROUP AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING DESIGN

Emma Whiffen - Watpac Construction
for Victoria New Schools PPP
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The judging panel is pleased to award the NAWIC Diversity and Inclusion Award to Jones Lang Lasalle’s 
Projects and Development Services (PDS) team.

In its ‘day job’, the PDS team provides project management and construction management services for 
government, commercial, institutional and industrial projects with a total annual value of over AU$100 
million.  

The PDS team’s perspective of diversity is broad; it encompasses diversity in gender, ethnicity, age, 
sexual orientation and experience. The team celebrates diversity and recognises that diversity breads 
creativity, problem solving, a culture of teamwork and support in the workplace.

The judging panel was particularly impressed with the following initiatives:

• mentoring programs for emerging leaders, which connect to university and other educational 
institutions;
• a diversity program which has been ‘rolled out’ across all of Australia and into the Asia-Pacific region;
• measurable diversity commitments (including improving gender ratios across all levels of seniority); 
• demonstrative increases in the number of women in the team in a relatively short space of time; 
• the drive to continue improving, through completing an Employee Survey to gain insight into what are 
employees’ perceptions and understanding of Diversity & Inclusion at a National level;
• the creation of an employee retention strategy which incorporates consideration of the way in which 
JLL can support working mothers; and
• the implementation of a female executive coaching business, which is available to all JLL PDS women 
in Victoria.

It is comforting to the judging panel that the efforts of the JLL PDS team has the support of senior 
management.

The vision of the JLL PDS team is to attract and retain the best talent, improve its support processes, 
promote an inclusive culture and be recognised by its peers and clients as a leader in diversity and 
inclusion. The judging panel wishes the team all the very best in achieving this vision by 2020 and 
congratulates the team on a strong and very worthy Award nomination.

BORAL AWARD FOR DIVERSITY & INCLUSION (GENDER)

JLL Projects and Development  
Services Team
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Dominique has a Bachelor of Interior Architecture and specialises in commercial project planning 
and management. Dominique’s role as project coordinator for SHAPE involves assisting in the safe, 
profitable and timely management of commercial construction projects.  A stand out example is finding 
a solution to lift mechanical units onto the roof of a hospital through the use of a helicopter. The client 
feedback speaks volumes “we were super impressed with the planning, attention to detail and risk 
mitigation strategies - the coordination between your whole group was excellent. It really was a job 
exceptionally well done.”

Dominique has gone above and beyond her role by actively contributing to the Morale Group and 
setting up the mentoring program. Most recently, Dominique has used her capabilities as a volunteer 
in Cambodia for See Beyond Boarders to help rebuild schools. Dominique not only excels at project 
delivery, but also has put everything into helping make SHAPE ‘the best place to work.’

Well done Dominique.

MULTIPLEX AWARD TO A YOUNG ACHIEVER

Dominique Flaherty
Shape Australia
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The judging panel is delighted to award the NAWIC Construction Lawyer Award to Alexandra Feldman, 
Multiplex.

Alex leads a team of women who provide legal services for Multiplex operations in Victoria, Tasmania 
and South Australia.  Alex encourages all members of her team to work flexibly and to ensure that their 
lives incorporate family time and challenging, exciting work.

In her own work, Alex has a track record of successfully negotiating high value contracts and she enjoys 
the fast pace of the construction industry.  She involves herself in all aspects of the Multiplex business 
and proactively checks the progress and career development of all women in the Multiplex business.

As a mentor to young women in a traditionally male-dominated industry, Alex is cognisant of the need 
to present a strong image to succeed in a competitive industry.  Alex’s approach to work is to ‘tell’ and 
not to ‘ask’.  Alex actively seeks to build the confidence of the individuals in her team to ensure that 
they are equipped to reach their full potential.

Outside the workplace, Alex is a single mother.  This experience has taught Alex to prioritise life outside 
of work and family and she mandates this approach among her team members.  Alex also involves 
the senior associate women she briefs in her industry life.  This approach welcomes private practice 
lawyers into the industry generally and expands their knowledge of their client base.

Congratulations Alex.

NAWIC AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
BY A CONSTRUCTION LAWYER

Alexandra Feldman
Multiplex
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Jenna is an architectural designer for Hickory and was instrumental in creating a new integrated 
structural system, designed specifically for high-rise building projects. Jenna was the sole draftsperson, 
documenting design for manufacture and assembly on La Trobe Tower, which was completed in 
December 2016 and was the first project to utilise Hickory’s innovative integrated structural system.  

In contributing to the development of this building system, she created a 3D model that could be 
used in the early consultation and tender stages of the La Trobe Tower project to demonstrate to the 
client, architects and engineers, how their building could be redesigned to integrate with Hickory’s 
manufacturing systems.

HICKORY GROUP AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING DESIGN

Jenna Dunt - Hickory Group
for Hickory Building Systems
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Jessica, a qualified electrician, has been working in the construction industry for the last eleven years 
and is currently studying a Diploma of Building and Construction. Over this period, she has worked for 
a large commercial electrical contractor, Stowe Australia, and progressed her way through the ranks 
from apprentice to project manager. 

Being the first female at Stowe to complete her apprenticeship and also the first female project manager 
for the company, Jessica has worked within the management team on many large-scale construction 
projects and is currently the Project Manager for the ANZ data centre project. 

Jessica has been involved in the National Electrical and Communications Association (NECA) Young 
Leaders Group and Women’s Network and is a passionate team builder. 

MULTIPLEX AWARD TO A YOUNG ACHIEVER

Jessica McKenzie
Stowe Australia
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As Environmental Manager on the recently completed $200 million Victoria International Container 
Terminal (VICT) project, Rachael was directly responsible for managing the environment and 
sustainability aspects of the project which included leading a team of four staff. Through an integrated 
team approach and innovative management solutions, Rachael ensured the container terminal was 
delivered with best-for-project environmental solutions, enhancing the surrounding environment and 
successfully adhering to regulatory benchmarks. 

Rachael is committed to positively impacting her peers, project stakeholders and the wider community 
through improving best practice and effectively consulting with regulatory bodies. Rachael has recently 
applied to become an ISCA verifier so that she may assist the wider construction industry in achieving 
positive sustainability outcomes.

CPB CONTRACTORS AWARD FOR CONTRIBUTION 
TO ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Rachael Lee - BMD Constructions
for Victoria International Container Terminal
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Rose has demonstrated her leadership potential through a variety of different applications. The judges 
were impressed with how Rose undertakes additional responsibilities to promote and help shape the 
construction industry. 

Rose commenced as a graduate in 2009 and has been able to quickly rise to success in a Tier 1 
construction company, currently undertaking the Design Manager role on a $150m office building in the 
Melbourne CBD. 

The judging panel were impressed by Rose’s altruistic attitude, which is displayed in the way that Rose 
takes on additional roles and tasks to her core role, to further advance others and contribute positively 
to the industry.

Rose encourages females to consider careers in the construction industry by actively involving herself 
in presenting to secondary school level students. She is passionate about ESD and is a member of 
the Green Building Council Australia’s advisory board. Rose partakes in the RMIT mentoring program 
and also mentors three Probuild graduates. Rose was also part of the Property Councils 100 Women 
in Property campaign in 2016. 

Well done Rose. 

HAMILTON MARINO AWARD TO AN EMERGING LEADER

Rose Fleming
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Beth played a pivotal role in the refurbishment of a Melbourne icon, the Palais Theatre. The judges are 
sure that all Melbournians and visitors to the Palais Theatre would agree that Beth has carefully and 
thoughtfully restored it to its former glory for future generations to enjoy.

LENDLEASE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
IN DELIVERY, DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

Beth Hackett - Development Victoria
for Palais Theatre Refurbishment
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Eleni impressed the judges because she identified the opportunity, persevered, secured the funding, 
managed the project to a very tight budget and delivered an outstanding outcome. 

Key stakeholders have been immensely supportive and positive about the Creative Spaces: Guild 
development. Residents of the tower expressed gratitude and excitement at the activation of space 
that had laid dormant for many years.

LENDLEASE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
IN DELIVERY, DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

Eleni Arbus - City of Melbourne
for Creative Spaces: Guild
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Eleni Arbus
City of Melbourne

Marina Abdelmalek is an enthusiastic young woman, currently undertaking the double degree of Civil Engineering 
(Hons) and Architectural Design at Monash University, with an aim to graduate at the end of next year. She loves 
the exciting possibilities which arise from the fusion of mathematics and design, and she enjoys nothing more 
than finding creative solutions to seemingly impossible problems. With a love for travel and photography, she 
spent last summer studying an engineering elective at the Monash Prato Centre in Italy, followed by her third 
volunteer missionary trip to the Coptic Community in Fiji. Marina is an active member in her community, and she 
really believes that wherever one could help, they should, whether it be through clever design or simply offering 
a helping hand.

Marina Abdelmalek
Cockram Construction / 

Monash University

Creative Spaces: Guild is a refurbishment of a 1000m2 cold shell retail space into a thriving cluster of arts spaces 
(with an initial budget of $300,000). It was a government intervention into the private market, which had never 
been done before.

The project required an unorthodox approach in both design and construction, whilst remaining within the tight 
parameters and processes of Council. 

It also required securing not-for-profit tenants in a commercial context and using the limits of their rental 
affordability as the yardstick with which to negotiate the terms of the lease with the landlord.

Eleni Arbus is the manager of the City of Melbourne’s Creative Spaces program. Creative Spaces underwrites 
cultural production by brokering, letting, sub-letting and developing affordable space for the creative sector. 
Creative Spaces is recognised for its innovative methods of development and has won an Australian Institute 
of Architects ‘Small project’ award – an award that recognises projects that have been constrained by space or 
cost restrictions, but have achieved a level of invention, creativity and craftsmanship beyond these constraints. 
Creative Spaces also owns and manages a national website www.creativespaces.net.au that lists available and 
affordable spaces for creative use across Australia. 

In 2012 Eleni was nominated by her organisation to participate in the Committee for Melbourne’s two year 
leadership program. The program teaches practical leadership skills through the development of a project that 
requires individuals to work as a team and transform an idea into a positive outcome for Melbourne. Prior to this 
role, Eleni worked as a film director and scriptwriter.
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Taleah Baulch is in her final year of Construction Management at Deakin Universities Waterfront Campus. 
Construction Management was not something Taleah had planned on studying but was rather something she 
stumbled upon and found a passion for at a University open day. After talking to her cousin who is a quantity 
surveyor, Taleah decided it was something she thought she would enjoy.

In May 2017 Taleah received the Ian Fulton Rotary Award for excellent academic achievement in third year 
Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours). This award is given to the two students who receive top marks 
for the third year cohort each year. 

Taleah is currently undertaking a graduate position at Harris HMC in North Melbourne in conjunction with her 
last year of University studies. While difficult to juggle both full-time study and part-time work, Taleah has found 
that having the industry experience to apply to her University studies has benefited her learning and makes 
her a better student. Taleah has found it rewarding to see areas you study at University apply to day-to-day 
workings within the industry. Upon completion of her graduate position Taleah hopes work full-time within the 
Construction Industry.

Taleah Baulch
Deakin University

Alison Ballard
Downer Group

Downer Utilities predominantly operate in the following market sectors: Utilities, Communications and Renewable 
Energy. Ally has recently been promoted to the role of HR Advisor and now partners with key business streams 
to enable the Downer Utilities business to achieve the goals as outlined in the 2020 plan. She is responsible for 
providing strategic HR support to employees across Engineering, Water Services and Head Office Functions. 

Ally works with the respective management teams to understand the business requirements, providing practical, 
strategic and workable solutions to address HR needs/gaps. She has responded and made tangible contribution 
to organisational needs relating specifically to onboarding and building workforce talent and capability and 
consistently demonstrates eagerness to participate and influence change and is always keen to put up her hand 
to contribute and lead initiatives.

Ally presents as a confident, approachable, credible and reliable resource in our HR team and to the wider 
business and demonstrates attributes of a collegiate team player and future leader. She has high potential for 
future growth; her aspiration to develop further will enable her to continue a successful and professional career 
in Human Resources and/or industrial relations.

Kaitlyn Auchterlonie has worked for Cockram Construction since November 2015 in conjunction with her 
Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours) Degree at RMIT University. 

Kaitlyn has worked in both Estimating and Business Development departments assisting with the submission of 
Tenders and Expression of Interest. She has recently commenced a site based role at John Fawkner Hospital in 
Coburg as an Undergraduate Building Coordinator. 

Outside of work Kaitlyn is a keen runner participating in several charity events a year raising money for a variety 
of causes. Kaitlyn hopes to continue work with Cockram and participate in a variety of project experiences 
and opportunities, which will hold her in good steed for future prospects and provide her with the potential to 
transition into managerial roles.Kaitlyn Auchterlonie

Cockram Construction /  
RMIT University
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Anneka is always willing to accept new challenges, develop novel solutions and see issues through to completion. 
She takes every opportunity to learn from a broad range of industry professionals and sets an example to those 
around her. She is paving the way for a highly successful career in Construction. 

Anneka commenced her career while still studying, working as an Estimating Cadet for Cockram Construction, 
a multidisciplinary construction company operating in the commercial construction sector where she gained 
valuable experience in the formulation and submission of tender bids. During that time she helped to streamline 
their system for tracking subcontractor quotations and trade coverage. 

After completing her Bachelor of Applied Science in Construction Management (Honours) in 2014, Anneka 
transitioned to a site based role as Building Coordinator on the Camberwell Grammar School project. The team 
was faced with challenges very early in the project, working to overcome adjoining property owners’ objections 
to the site protection works. After achieving practical completion at Camberwell, Anneka moved to the VCCC 
Junction Oval Redevelopment; assisting the Design and Project Managers reviewing the project design was 
critical to ensuring the finished product delivered will be fit for purpose, meeting the client and key stakeholder’s 
project requirements.

Anneka Boughen
Cockram Construction

Laura Bird
Inhabit Australasia

Graduating from Monash University in 2015, 26 year old Laura Bird has worked at Inhabit for two years as an 
Acoustic Engineer. Laura is working on multiple high-rise residential buildings across the Melbourne skyline and 
interstate and specialises in the acoustic performance of lightweight facade systems. She believes that with 
increased urban density, acoustics performance requirements are only going to become more onerous and the 
industry as a whole needs to prioritise acoustics early in the design process to ensure economical and effective 
building outcomes. 

Laura’s focus in design is to provide advice that is actually implemented at construction phase. She is continually 
trying to communicate the importance of acoustics to human wellbeing and work with clients to ensure her 
advice provides efficient results. She was invited to present a high-performing lightweight facade system to 
Prime Minister Malcom Turnbull as part of a young innovators showcase at Engineers Australia last year. 

Outside of work, Laura keeps herself busy through her voluntary positions as Secretary of Women in Engineering 
Vicoria and as a part of Creative Victoria’s Advisory panel for Good Music Neighbours, a program that gives 
grants to music venues who are in need of acoustic advice and rectification works.

Giulia Berto has proven herself to be a capable, effective and reliable project manager during her six years in 
the construction industry. Since graduating with Honours in 2011 from RMIT with a Bachelor of Applied Science 
(Project Management) and Diploma of Building and Construction, Giulia has shown drive and commitment in 
developing her project management skillset. 

An award for outstanding university grades led directly to Giulia joining the JLL Project & Development Services 
team, where she has cultivated her passion for project management and construction. Through commercial 
and retail fit-out projects, Giulia applies her deep understanding of project and construction management from 
conception to completion. She approaches every task with a positive attitude and has demonstrated her ability 
to rise to the challenge and think laterally to resolve issues. She continues to build client relationships after 
project completion. 

Outside of work, Giulia is a mentee in NAWIC’s mentoring program and continues to grow her successful side 
business, White Luxe, in the events industry with her two sisters. She is on JLL’s social club committee, diversity 
committee, represents JLL at RMIT career events, plays netball and has volunteered with YGAP and the Children 
First Foundation.

Giulia Berto
Jones Lang LaSalle
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Rachel Cairnes
Built

Rachel Cairnes is nominated for the 2017 Emerging Leader Award in recognition of her unwavering professionalism, 
dedication to her role, exceptional leadership and proven ability to motivate and inspire others. 

Her performance as the Senior Contracts Administrator on the T&G Building Refurbishment project in the 
Melbourne CBD during 2017, and the Eastland Shopping Centre expansion project in Ringwood between 2015 
-2016 has been outstanding. 

Rachel’s innovation, dedication and professionalism were instrumental to the expert delivery of these two 
projects. Her calm nature and mentoring approach has ensured the development of her peers and strengthened 
the cadre of future site management teams. Her technical knowledge has earned her wide respect amongst 
those she has worked alongside with and is reflective of Rachel’s significant initiative and unquestionable 
leadership potential in the building and construction industry.

Robyn Brown
John Holland Group

As Community and Stakeholder Manager of JH’s Melbourne Water Capital Delivery Program, Robyn’s significant 
initiative and leadership is demonstrated through the communications and engagement strategies she oversees. 
She operates according to a personal mantra of working with engineers to discover an equal and balanced blend 
of ‘engagement and engineering’ throughout projects that benefit community, stakeholders, clients and support 
successful delivery. 

She relishes the ‘muddy boots’ experience of on-site environments and is actively involved in preempting and 
resolving stakeholder issues. She seeks new ways to understand the community and has developed deeper 
inquiry methods to ensure she is on top of potential stakeholder challenges. 

Her team’s wider scanning of relevant communities through local papers and census data ensures project 
managers consider trends and attitudes during the planning and delivery stages. Robyn has encouraged clients 
to use new communication channels (eg Facebook advertising) and strives to introduce ‘good news’ angles in 
all levels of client and stakeholder communications to offset often negative themes. 

Passionate, innovative and driven by community and project results, Robyn is highly respected within John 
Holland and by the clients she works with. She is truly a credit to the communications profession, especially in 
the challenging construction industry.

Civil engineer Katherine Brewis has held senior roles on major projects around the country, including the CityLink 
Tulla Widening (CTW), M80 Ring Road Upgrade, EastLink, Tasmania’s Brighton Bypass and Queensland’s Caval 
Ridge Northern Bulk Earthworks. All of these projects have benefited from her disciplined approach to planning, 
problem-solving and engaging stakeholders. 

In her recent role as Planning, Traffic and Access Manager on the $645m CTW, Katherine led a team responsible 
for widening 15.8km of Melbourne’s CityLink. She managed highly complex traffic management staging, 
reflected in a program which included over 10,000 activities across 97 work zones, each with between two to 
five traffic stages. 

On the M80 Ring Road Upgrade, Katherine was responsible for demolishing and reconstructing the Ophir Street 
Pedestrian Bridge over the M80 Ring Road. Together with the project’s stakeholders, a plan was developed to 
close the freeway for 24 hours to demolish the bridge – the first time the freeway had been closed during the day 
for an extended period. The effort not only ensured the bridge was removed safety and efficiently, but minimised 
the overall delays to motorists. This approach has subsequently been replicated widely throughout the industry.

Katherine Brewis
CPB Contractors

PROJECT
City Link Tulla Widening
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Michelle de Lima
Hickory Group

Michelle de Lima joined Hickory Group in 2015, as a Learning and Development Manager. She brings a wealth 
of experience in organisational development, process mapping, consulting, facilitation, coaching, and project 
management from a range of different industries, and applies it in a practical way to delivers results for the 
business. She has made a significant contribution to improving Hickory’s systems, processes and standards, 
and developed key initiatives that have steered the strategic direction of the business. 

Establishing trusted relationships with the directors and key stakeholders of the business, Michelle has developed 
a clear understanding of Hickory’s complex self-performing construction process requirements, across a 500 plus 
workforce and multiple concurrent construction projects. She quickly identifies areas of improvement and leads 
the change transformation by building strong working relationships and driving capability development initiatives. 
She has worked with project teams to develop new quality standards and practices and set performance based 
accountabilities, aligning Hickory’s product, people and processes. She has been instrumental in creating role 
clarity and function, identifying areas requiring uplift in training and development. 

She has also led the development of clear accountabilities for all functional managers across Hickory’s 
construction and manufacturing businesses, contributing to the overall increase in productivity.

Marina Carroll is committed to designing and delivering a smarter future through leading edge education facilities. 
With a focus on research-based design, Marina believes that it is the close collaboration and consultation with 
the project team – client, users, consultants and builders, that generates truly innovative design outcomes. 

She recently published two papers exploring the relationship between pedagogy, engagement and space. This, 
in conjuection with her continued project research has propelled her to the front of thought leadership in the 
industry. 

In 2016 Marina became the youngest Associate at Architectus and in 2017 was appointed to national tertiary 
sector leader. Recent noteworthy projects include the $67M Arts West redevelopment in which she led the user 
consultation and on-site delivery of the project. 

Marina is currently leading the educational design of a $350M redevelopment for Macquarie University.

Ivana is a 2nd year Masters of Architecture student at the University of Melbourne. During her studies she is 
working part-time for Cox Architecture on the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project. She is 
eager to learn as much as possible on this complex project so she can further apply this knowledge to residential 
projects. 

She ultimately endeavours to use architecture as a means of supporting the social and environmental causes by 
focusing on relief and informal settlement work. Recognizing the socio-economic sensitivity of these places, she 
understands she has a lot to learn so she is able to navigate through the necessarily linked political and urban 
realm. By observing and studying the existing cultural context she aspires to make her work integrated instead 
of imposing. 

Furthermore, through her work she hopes to humbly educate people around her about the negative and 
threatening impacts of plastic waste on the built and non-built environment. 

vana’s intercontinental upbringing will tastefully strengthen her design, while her past education can significantly 
contribute to her problem-solving capabilities as an aspiring professional. Transitioning from her past degree in 
Geophysics, Ivana finally found a discipline that compliments her spirit and she hopes to make it count.

Ivana Dancova
Cox Architecture /  

University of Melbourne

Marina Carroll
Architectus

PROJECT
Macquarie University 

Redevelopment
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Melissa Evans
Probuild Constructions

The initial perception of stakeholder management and interface in a construction site team is handling 
complaints and facilitating communication only when the builder requires something. This traditional reactive 
approach creates an unsavoury ‘us them’ mentality. Through Melissa’s experience on both the builder and 
client-side delivery faces, she was confident that a proactive approach merging the values of Probuild’s site 
team, client and project stakeholders, would enable her to break down these barriers, developing and building 
strong relationships. 

This facilitated an empathetic stakeholder consideration whilst ensuring programme, cost and quality measure 
were met. Melissa led this from the inside out and the top down; teaching her team to be transparent before 
they could expect the same of project stakeholders, encouraging her senior management to be upfront with 
Probuild’s client and site team, even where that caused discomfort, before they could expect reciprocation in 
kind. 

The team needed to demonstrate a commitment to proposing continual win-win approaches rather than a 
mindset of compromise in order to build trust. Melissa’s hands on approach, from coffee with elderly neighbours 
through to managing Australia’s highest trading Target store, led to a new measure of project success beyond 
time, cost and quality.

Sin-Sing Dempster is a young Design Engineer, working for CPB Contractors on a range of Melbourne Water 
projects. She has successfully managed the detailed design of six projects, including the Lysterfield West 
Retarding Basin Upgrade. On this project, Sin-Sing and her team optimised the design to meet strict Australian 
National Committee on Large Dams (ANCOLD) requirements while delivering a positive outcome for the local 
community and users of Greenbank Reserve. Key innovations developed by Sin-Sing included the creation 
of a wider ‘toe’ at the base of the embankment, increasing the opportunity for native landscaping without 
compromising dam safety. 

Sin-Sing also developed an innovative ‘hinged’ temporary fence design which provided privacy screening for 
local residents during construction, but which could be easily reduced in height once residents were satisfied 
with the screening provided by the new landscaping. 

Sin-Sing’s determination to understand and address stakeholder concerns was key to the success of the project. 
The final design exceeded client expectations, was accepted by the ANCOLD dam safety reviewer and delivered 
a positive community outcome. 

Sin-Sing is an outstanding talent for the future, driving innovation in design to achieve scope, budget and 
schedule while balancing critical impacts on stakeholders and the environment.

Employed by Hickory since 2012 as an Architectural Draftsperson, Jenna Dunt has been instrumental in creating 
a new integrated structural system, designed specifically for high-rise building projects – Hickory Building 
Systems (HBS), working alongside Hickory’s Managing Director. 

Jenna was the sole draftsperson, documenting design for manufacture and assembly on the first project to 
utilise HBS - La Trobe Tower - which was completed in December 2016. In contributing to the development of 
this building system, she created a 3D model that could be used in the early consultation and tender stages of 
the La Trobe Tower project to demonstrate to the client, architects and engineers how their building could be 
redesigned to integrate with Hickory’s manufacturing systems and the benefits to be gained. 

The manufacture and delivery have been a great success, with the La Trobe Tower project delivered 30% faster 
(8 months earlier) than if a conventional approach were used and has proven to be a safer, less disruptive and 
more sustainable way to build high-rise towers. The 44-level residential tower is currently Australia’s tallest 
prefabricated building and receiving much attention for it’s innovative design and construction methods.

Jenna Dunt
Hickory Group

Sin-Sing Dempster
CPB Contractors

PROJECT
Lysterfield West Retarding 

Basin Upgrade

PROJECT
Hickory Building Systems
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Dominique Flaherty
Shape Australia

Dominique is a qualified and experienced employee within the building industry specialising in commercial 
project planning and management. Dominique’s role as project coordinator for SHAPE involves assisting in the 
safe, proftiable and timely management of commerical construction projects. This role is responsible for effective 
reporting, communicating and daily scheduling for each project to ensure that it achieves all key milestones.

Dominique has gone above and beyond her role by actively contributing to the Morale Group and setting up the 
mentoring program as well as the Charity Group including volunteering in Cambodia for See Beyond Borders to 
help rebuild schools in early 2017. Dominique not only excels at project delivery, but also has put everything into 
helping make SHAPE ‘the best place to work.’

Sharon Fitchett has worked in the Local Government sector for the past 29 years. Sharon commenced work at 
the Moorabbin Council Depot as an 18 years old gardener and soon became a Team Leader of the Arborist team 
within 2 years. 

The depot consisted of 260 men and 6 women at that stage.  Sharon was the only women in a leadership role, 
training apprentices and staff in developing their work skills and obtaining truck licenses. Sharon moved into the 
office as the Customer Service Coordinator, managing depot staff, contractors, internal and external personnel. 

Amalgamations of Councils occurred in 1996 and Sharon transferred to the newly established Bayside City 
Council. In the last 20 years Sharon has had various job titles within Bayside, however has mainly worked in the 
Infrastructure Division, Properties Department which consisted of working closely with Parks, Asset Engineers, 
Contractor, Building Maintenance and Leasing Teams. 

Sharon is currently working as a Property Officer managing leased facilities, tenants and their lease agreements, 
which consisting of 259 leased Premises out of 350 properties, discontinuance of right of ways, title searches 
and its interpretation and keeper of all Council titles and Act that date back to the 1800’s.

Sharon Fitchett
Bayside City Council /  

RMIT University

A highly capable lawyer with more than ten years of experience and a passionate focus on construction law, Alex 
joined Multiplex in 2015 and has performed the role of Regional Counsel for the Victoria, Tasmania and South 
Australia region for the past two years. 

She distinguishes herself through her dedication and ability to handle multiple tasks at any one time, playing a 
vital role in preparing approximately 40 bids per year valued at approximately $6b. She also leads negotiations 
for converted contracts and has built a solid rapport with staff, consultants and clients alike. 

Despite recently joining Multiplex, Alex has been recognised as one of the organisation’s most capable and 
collaborative negotiators and an authority on achieving consensus about tricky issues in a non-litigious manner. 
It is her diligence and attention to detail while reviewing numerous contracts, as well as her commitment to 
working collaboratively with clients to find front-end resolutions to complex issues in the mutual interest of both 
Multiplex and the client, that has earned Alex this nomination.

Alexandra Feldman
Multiplex
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Monica Fontaine
Kane Constructions

Kane Constructions nominate our Project Manager Monica Fontaine for the 2017 Crystal Vision Award and 
the Diversity and Inclusion Champion (Gender) award. Monica’s wealth of construction knowledge, strong 
leadership skills and passion for equality are strengths which make her shine. We value Monica as very capable 
Kane employee and we recognize her enthusiasm as a young leader in our challenging, rewarding and exciting 
industry. 

Monica Fontaine is a successful, respected and determined Senior Project Manager at Kane Constructions. She 
fulfils this non-traditional role and consistently delivers projects that exceed client expectations and turn around 
the potentially disruptive experiences of construction in an operational environment into a positive journey. 

Monica has led the advocacy on behalf of the women within Kane and the industry with positive outcomes and 
she is a recognised and respected mentor and role model. Her positive outlook, clear and balanced values, 
negotiating skills and technical expertise enabled her to make an enormous contribution to the advancement of 
women in the industry. 

Monica has achieved a balance of family and work through strong values, determination and successfully 
advocating and changing company policy, management attitudes and industry practices.

Rose has rapidly progressed her career, from a graduate role in 2009 to now managing the design of a $150 
million office tower in Melbourne’s CBD. She is nominated for the Emerging Leader Award due to her active 
involvement in areas of the business and industry above and beyond her role, as well as her support and 
guidance of junior construction professionals. 

Rose has instigated further education and support for Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) and 
sustainable practices within Probuild and the wider construction industry. She is a key team member of 
Probuild’s sustainability working group and influences the wider construction industry through her role in the 
GBCA advisory group. 

Rose is passionate about supporting the next generation of construction professionals. She puts a lot of 
emphasis on education and continual development in her own career and has imparted this knowledge on others 
via industry mentoring and developing ESD training programs within Probuild.

Rose Fleming
Probuild Constructions
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Rachael is a 4th year student studying her Masters of Architecture at Monash University. She has worked at 
Cox Architecture since 2015 and in that time as contributed to various projects’, predominately of a commercial, 
residential and educational typology. 

Her work academically and professionally thus far has been focused on human centred design and she constantly 
strives to better understand the power of the built environment to positively impact the people who inhabit it. 

She looks forward to further exploring the future of the built environment through the lens of equality, and 
inclusivity

Rachael Halstead
Cox Architecture /  
Monash Unversity

Beth Hackett
Development Victoria

Constructed in 1927, the now 90 year old Palais Theatre is a Melbourne treasure with economic, architectural, 
historical and cultural significance. The key objective of the Palais Theatre Refurbishment project was to 
secure the long-term future of the theatre as a live performance venue by resolving critical maintenance and 
refurbishment issues for Life Safety Services. The project received significant investment from local and state 
government. 

Beth Hackett, a bold and intuitive female Project Manager within Major Projects Victoria was a key player in the 
successful delivery of the repair and restoration works for this Heritage Listed Melbourne icon. The program 
was undertaken in a live environment, without disruption to the schedule of events at the Palais. In order to 
reverse the deteriorating functionality of the building, the scope of works addressed heritage and compliance 
requirements (e.g. BCA, DDA), health and safety issues such as a services infrastructure upgrade, structural 
works, internal plaster repairs and façade restoration. Asbestos and hazardous materials were also removed. 

Beth Hackett and her team successfully delivered the project ahead of program, under budget and established 
strong relationships. This project has been highly commended by all involved and most importantly, the local 
community of St Kilda.

Amalia Fumo, 21, is currently in her final year of a Bachelor of Engineering – Civil and Infrastructure at RMIT 
University. Over the four years of her course, she has achieved an impressive GPA of 3.8, maintaining a 
high distinction average. Exceptional results include 97% for Concrete Structures, and 93% for Engineering 
Economics and Infrastructure Planning. 

Amalia was inspired to pursue a career in engineering after completing work experience in year 10 with Norman, 
Disney & Young. In 2016, she was awarded a Vacation Program Scholarship with CPB Contractors where her 
experience on the Williamstown Main Sewer Rehabilitation Project sparked a passion for construction. Amalia 
enjoyed the challenge of the project environment, and relished the chance to problem solve and innovate. 

Amalia created SketchUp animations of the sewer-relining, converting complex information into a format easily 
understood by stakeholders. Amalia’s model has since been used as a marketing tool and also been shown at 
council meetings to build stakeholder understanding of the scope of work. 

Amalia has a keen interest in geotechnical engineering and construction, and has developed a special interest 
in water engineering. She aspires to a role as a Project Manager, working interstate and internationally with CPB 
Contractors.

Amalia Fumo
CPB Contractors /  

RMIT University

PROJECT
Palais Theatre Refurbishment
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Paulina is currently a full-time student studying Masters of Construction Management at the University of 
Melbourne, while also performing the role of cadet for Multiplex since May of 2015. 

Due to complete her studies later in 2017, her strong performance across multiple complex projects saw her 
accepted into a graduate role due to commence in early 2018. 

She has been nominated for the 2017 NAWIC Student Award in recognition of her commitment to her studies 
and to the industry, having demonstrated her talent and determination through her academic record and strong 
performance during her cadetship with Multiplex.

Paulina Kanakis
Multiplex /  

University of Melbourne

JLL Projects and 
Development Services 

This nomination is for the JLL Project and Development Services (PDS) team in Victoria, which provides project 
management and construction management services for construction projects for clients in commercial, 
government, institutional and industrial market sectors. In a historically male-dominated industry, the team has 
demonstrated a significant commitment to increasing diversity and inclusion in a workplace that supports JLL’s 
national organisation-wide Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) initiative. 

Currently, 31% of our PDS VIC team are women. JLL Australia’s commitment to diversity and inclusion further 
reflects a global culture that is highly supportive of opportunities for all employees, and invests in initiatives that 
enhance individual opportunities that correspondingly benefit both our business and our clients. 

The PDS business line is a leader within JLL, with the Melbourne team working both locally and with our offices 
across Australia to enhance opportunities for women in our industry.

Gretta is a high achieving and ambitious lead planner for the five new major stations being built along the 
Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project. Working on one of the largest rail projects Australia has 
seen, Gretta has a wealth of experience across six years of working on rail construction projects. 

Making the transition from site based roles as an engineer into the strategic planning field, Gretta plays an 
integral role on the optimisation of the construction sequence project wide and plays and is a key contributor 
to the stations delivery team. As a core member of the Continuous Improvement Working Group on the project, 
Gretta displays key leadership qualities essential to promoting the culture of knowledge sharing, innovation and 
excellence. 

As a young woman in the construction industry, Gretta has gone above and beyond in advocating for young 
ambitious women, through mentorship and providing a support network for young female engineers interested in 
the planning field by setting up and delivering training sessions in programming and career development advice. 

Through her experience working across varied engineering roles, Gretta is a self-assured, confident leader in the 
industry and a key figure in the planning field for young men and women.

Gretta Hindson
MTM
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Naomi has been working within the Civil engineering field for 3 years. She originally started her civil engineering 
career in the mining industry. Since this time, Naomi has developed a passion for Asphalt, working for Pavement 
Management Services, whilst studying her honours degree. 

Naomi contributed to the construction industry by contributing to the knowledge base of the industry through 
her findings established in her thesis on “Characteristics of Type 3 Asphalt”. This thesis has since gone on to 
become a Published Paper with Australian Asphalt Pavement Association due to its significance and potential 
impact on the industry.

Naomi Laws
Downer Group

Stephanie Keary
Lendlease

Stephanie Keary has been nominated for the Young Achiever Award in recognition of the commitment, 
professionalism and merit she has displayed throughout her education and into her career to date in the 
construction industry. This submission encapsulates Stephanie’s contribution to the construction industry, 
following on from her successfully gaining her University qualifications. 

Stephanie has been working for Lendlease for two and a half years. Throughout this time she has been involved 
in two major projects in the health and residential sectors, and demonstrated her leadership potential. Stephanie 
has also successfully represented Lendlease at the Smart Seeds innovation challenge. 

She achieved exemplary results throughout her Bachelor of Applied Science (Construction Management) degree, 
and has been involved with community projects, including a social justice trip to Vietnam during secondary 
school and more recently, has initiated and led fundraising activities on site, raising money for a variety of 
charities including Beyond Blue, Whitelion, Cancer Council and the Royal Children’s Hospital appeal. 

As Stephanie is extremely passionate about the construction industry, she has also volunteered to mentor newer 
team members at the 883 Collins Street project, including a first-year female on the Graduate Program and 
female Undergraduate Engineer.

Hamilton Marino Builders nominates their Quality Occupational Health Safety and Environmental Manager, 
Candece Kara for the Business Women Award. 

Hamilton Marino Builders is proud to have a nominee of Candece’s calibre to present to NAWIC for this category. 
Candece has been a senior leader at Hamilton Marino Builders since early 2015, during this time she has played 
a fundamental role in the growth and success of Hamilton Marino Builders. 

Candece exudes all of the required qualities of a successful leader and impactful businesswomen within the 
Construction Industry.

Candece Kara
Hamilton Marino Builders
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Evalin Ling led the Chadstone Commercial Tower project from 2012 through to 2016 when the Green Star As-
Built rating was achieved. The significance to this award submission is that Evalin’s involvement has varied 
from being the ESD Consultant and Green Star Accredited Professional (GSAP) with International Engineering 
firm Norman Disney and Young (NDY) through to Sustainability Coordinator of Probuild Constructions Australia 
(Probuild) from design phase through to construction and practical completion respectively. 

With her industry recognised expertise with the Green Star requirements and appreciation of Vicinity Centre’s 
sustainability governances, Evalin lead the design team and worked collaboratively to incorporate initiatives 
within the project to maximise opportunities early. She implemented streamlined processes within design 
documentation to ensure that requirements were captured effectively. 

Evalin joined Probuild in May 2016 and with her management of the processes, trades personnel and 
documentation and knowledge of the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) requirements, she provided 
all the documentation required for the submission to NDY effectively resulting in the Green Star As-Built rating 
being awarded during the Round 1 submission within 3 months after practical completion. An extremely rare and 
extraordinary occurrence with only 10% of projects achieving this milestone.

Evalin Ling
Probuild Constructions

As Environmental Manager on the recently completed $200 million Victoria International Container Terminal 
(VICT) project, Rachael was directly responsible for managing the environment and sustainability aspects of 
the project which included leading a team of four staff. Given the project’s location, it was managed under one 
of the most stringent environmental regimes in Melbourne, with Rachael and her environmental team facing 
challenges including noise and vibration, and groundwater and soil management. Through an integrated team 
approach and innovative management solutions, Rachael ensured the container terminal was delivered with 
best-for-project environmental solutions, enhancing the surrounding environment and successfully adhering to 
regulatory benchmarks. 

As part of the VICT project, Rachael was also tasked with managing the project’s Infrastructure Sustainability 
Council of Australia (ISCA) submission and, with the assistance of a junior sustainability officer, achieved an 
ISCA design and as-built rating of Leading, the highest rating category a project can achieve in the scheme. 

Rachael is committed to positively impacting her peers, project stakeholders and the wider community through 
improving best practice and effectively consulting with regulatory bodies. 

Rachael has recently applied to become an ISCA verifier so that she may assist the wider construction industry 
in achieving positive sustainability outcomes.

Rachael Lee
BMD Constructions

Philippine Le Jallé was born in France. Living and studying overseas (France, Ireland, Sweden and United States) 
has defined the person she is today. Aged 22, she is about to finish her Bachelor of Construction Management 
(Honours) at Deakin University. 

She is a passionate and hardworking individual in her academic field, who was inspired to apply for this Award 
after being encouraged by friends, family, and academic peers. Philippine is constantly striving for the best that 
she can achieve, and it is her most recent educational research work which has garnered her praise from others. 

Her Honour’s thesis formulates an idea for solving Melbourne’s homeless crisis through the field of construction. 
Philippine has demonstrated how the quick and easy use of shipping containers can provide alternative housing 
to those unfortunate individuals without a roof over their heads. Philippine wants to carry on with this work and 
make it a reality. Once the unit is finalised she plans to meet with Launch Housing to discuss how this could 
occur. The completion of this thesis does not only show hard work in academics, bus also shows her willingness 
to make Melbourne, and the rest of the world, a better place.

Philippine Le Jallé
Deakin University

PROJECT
Victoria International 
Container Terminal

PROJECT
Chadstone  

Commercial Tower
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Tess Lombard
Multiplex

A highly respected project coordinator who has distinguished herself in recent years through her successful 
delivery of complex project components, skilful subcontractor management and strong record of successful 
design resolution and implementation, Tess is quickly being recognised as a role model for young women 
entering the industry and as one of Multiplex’s promising future leaders. 

She consistently demonstrates an active commitment to the construction industry, and has been recognised for 
her mentorship of the next generation of female construction leaders. 

She also volunteers her time to take part in community-focused building projects such as helping STREAT, a 
social enterprise who work with homeless and disadvantaged youth, expand to two new locations. 

She has been nominated for the Young Achiever of the Year award due to her outstanding performance as 
she coordinated delivery and implementation of the car stacker for Lighthouse Tower, including design and 
procurement coordination, and site supervision. She was responsible for taking the initial concept through from 
design, to documentation and the final implementation. This innovative technology is being introduced into the 
building industry, is the first fully automated car stacker to be implemented in Victoria, and the biggest delivered 
to date within Australia.

Bridget first came to Acciona Geotech through her university’s ‘Professional Placement Program’, and was 
elated when she was hired to stay on at the end of her placement whilst she completed her studies. It’s been 1.5 
years since she first sat down with her ICT Manager in the interview and she remembers being instantly drawn to 
the new concept of the role of software within the construction industry. It was clear to her right away that there 
was a huge space of opportunity to be explored, and as is usually the driver for her forays into a new area, she 
was drawn to learn about an industry that she knew nothing about. 

Opportunities have since presented themselves through the leadership roles she has been given for each 
of her software projects, allowing for full expression of her technical skills and knowledge, with support for 
development initiatives. 

NAWIC has formalised all the abstract ideals that push her to excel in her career and succeed. It has called into 
question how she thinks about her current standing in her profession, what has helped her develop, and how she 
should plan to reach her professional goals of the future.

Bridget Livesey
ACCIONA

It is with pleasure that VEC Civil Engineering Pty Ltd (VEC) (a Downer company) nominate Angela Linnane for 
the 2017 NAWIC Emerging Leader Award. Having a diverse career in Project Management, Engineering and 
Estimating, Angela has exhibited significant initiative and unquestionable leadership. She has a natural talent 
in leading her team, whether it be on a project or through the tender process. Angela, young mother of three 
children, has the ability to successfully manage her time and priorities for effective project delivery. 

In an industry built on deadlines and multi-tasking, Angela’s greatest attributes shine as she remains calm 
and her judgement sharper than ever. Angela played a pivotal role in introducing a professional estimating 
software to the company, enhancing VEC’s growth and professionalism. Her project and engineering experience 
enable Angela to obtain a greater insight to project challenges and ultimately devise optimal solutions for all 
stakeholders involved. 

The following submission notes just four examples out of numerous occasions where Angela has helped 
identifying specific project challenges, where she has played a critical role in developing outcomes for the 
challenges identified and ultimately form the foundation of why Angela is a prime example of a emerging leader.

Angela Linnane
VEC Civil Engineering
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Louise’s role as a Contract Administrator, based on site, requires her to be heavily involved in the ‘day to day’ 
coordination of project works. In this role she has the opportunity to lead a number of contractors, provide 
assistance to client personnel and seek clarification and advice from consultants. 

She prides herself on displaying initiative, determination and dedication towards her work on a daily basis. She 
is a positive person that aims to get the best out of people and the best out of a situation with the intention to 
successfully complete the determined goal. And it is with this in mind that she believes she would be a worthy 
recipient of the NAWIC Emerging Leader Award.

Louise McKinnon
Cockram Construction

Jessica Mckenzie
Stowe Australia

Jessica Mckenzie is 28 years old, a qualified electrician and has been working in the construction industry for 
the last eleven years. Over this period, she has worked for a large commercial electrical subcontractor - Stowe 
Australia - and progressed her way through the ranks from apprentice to now project manager. 

Being the first female at Stowe to complete her apprenticeship and also the first female project manager for the 
company, she has worked within the management team on many large scale construction projects including 
Hopkins Correctional Centre, Ararat ($46M electrical package), ANZ Data Centre, Tullamarine ($11M electrical 
package) and ANZ Data Centre, Mount Waverley ($11M electrical package). 

Jessica has completed a Certificate IV in Frontline Management and is currently completing her Diploma in 
Building and Construction. Jessica is passionate about the development of teams on her projects and mentoring 
of apprentices and tradespeople in their skillsets so they can achieve their own personal career goals.

This submission to the NAWIC Student Award category focuses on Teagan’s interest and emerging skills in the 
construction industry, as she completes her university studies. She is currently a fourth-year student, studying 
a Bachelor of Applied Science (Project Management) at RMIT University. Her passion for the construction 
industry led her to seek out work experience with a Tier 1 development and construction company and she has 
successfully gained an undergraduate position with Lendlease. 

While undertaking her studies, she has extended her dedication and commitment to dancing. She not only 
practices dance at a high level, but she also teaches student dancers. This enables her to pursue her passion 
while also sharing it with others. 

She is currently working four days a week with Lendlease on the 883 Collins Street project, a $180m apartment 
development at Docklands, while also completing her final year of study, teaching dance classes in the evenings 
and on weekends, and competing in dance competitions. It’s a busy schedule but her enthusiasm for the industry, 
along with the joy and satisfaction her personal interests bring her, keeps her motivated to always put in 100%.

Teagan Loriot
Lendlease /  

RMIT University
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Michelle Nation is a natural leader with a clear commitment to support and advance women in the construction 
industry. With over 20 years’ construction experience – particularly within construction safety – she has been a 
pioneer and a role model for many women in an industry traditionally dominated by men. 

Over her career she has worked for rail operators, and constructors as well as for WorkSafe, always challenging 
her male and female colleagues to question dominant paradigms as part of her determination to mentor young 
female colleagues to become future leaders. 

As a mother of two girls, Michelle is determined be a role model for her children by showing them she can have 
a productive, fulfilling career while still being active in family life. 

Since joining CPB Contractors in November 2013, Michelle has held a succession of increasingly senior roles, 
including National Rail Safety Manager and her current role as Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ) 
Manager overseeing the company’s Victorian, South Australian and Tasmanian projects.

Michelle Nation
CPB Contractors

Elinor Moshe entered the construction industry in 2013 primarily working on project delivery. She is currently 
working with Cockram Construction to deliver the $38M BIO21 facility for the University of Melbourne. 

Elinor received the 2016 Young Achiever of the Year award during her tenure at ADCO Constructions for 
excellence in project delivery – an exemplary achievement as she was the first female on project delivery to 
have received the award. Elinor has successfully delivered just under $30 million in commercial projects to the 
satisfaction of the client and organisational objectives, including fit out and new build for government and private 
clients. She has worked in operationally complex environments such as the airport, and is a key member of 
project teams to ensure the safe, timely and on budget delivery of projects. 

Whilst working full time in construction, Elinor completed her Master of Construction Management from the 
University of Melbourne in December 2016. She also holds a Bachelor of Environments (Major in Architecture) 
from the same university. 

In her leisure time, Elinor is an active member of the NAWIC Victorian Council, contributing to strategy and 
events of the chapter. She privately tutors and mentors students in property and construction on the weekends.

Elinor Moshe
Cockram Construction
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Kate Rawlinson
John Holland Group

Kate Rawlinson, Senior Design Manager, oversaw the design of the $60 million Enabling and Early Works stage 
of the $389 million Royal Hobart Hospital Redevelopment, which is set to transform the 1911-built hospital into 
a contemporary, world-class facility. Kate has been integrally involved in developing robust and insightful design 
and mitigation strategies to deliver the main works without loss of clinical capacity, allowing the RHH to continue 
to deliver first-class health care to the people of Tasmania. 

The main work involves constructing a new K Block building on the site of an existing structure, B Block, which 
has been demolished. The extensive Enabling and Early Works program Kate oversaw was required prior to 
demolition of the existing B block and involved approximately 18 discreet works packages and locations. These 
works were used to prototype design changes in operation and to inform the new tower design. 

Kate worked with the client and four separate design teams to review and rationalise the designs, to minimise 
impacts on adjacent areas, to optimise legacy elements, and to minimise re-works or re-entry into zones during 
the main works phase. This is the largest package of works undertaken on the RHH site to date.

Alex Purdon is an interior designer for Cox Architecture. Her recent involvement in the Sir Louis Matheson 
Library redevelopment at Monash University led to a superior design outcome through her attention to detail, 
sophisticated use of materials and great working relationship with the client, which was instrumental in earning 
their trust and respect.

Alex Purdon
Cox Architecture

Nick is passionate about diversity and a strong advocate of women in the industry. Since being appointed State 
Manager 8 years ago, Nick has made a conscious effort to attract and retain more women in many diverse 
technical roles. In this time, the number of women in technical roles has increased over six-fold, from three to 
eighteen. 

Nick is a firm believer that women make a significant contribution to the industry and encourages increased 
innovation. He has addressed unconscious bias in recruitment and encouraged women to nominate other women 
they know for roles in the business as they become available. Nick has worked with the senior management 
team to ensure Watpac’s Victorian business can accommodate its staff’s personal demands, which is particularly 
important for women who often take on primary carer responsibilities outside the workplace. 

Nick has successfully accommodated a number of women to return to work in a part-time capacity following 
maternity leave. He has appointed women to the Senior Management team and supported overseas exchanges. 
The Victorian business, under Nick’s leadership, has become a positive disruptor to the business nationally; 
therefore the reach of Nick’s vision has impacted women in the industry not only locally but nationally.

Nick Pavlovic
Watpac Construction

PROJECT
Sir Louis Matheson  

Library Redevelopment

PROJECT
Royal Hobart Hospital 

Redevelopment
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In the two short years Gemma Ryan has worked in the construction industry, she has developed a reputation 
as a trusted and accomplished community engagement professional, known for her strong interpersonal skills, 
vibrancy and confidence. 

As a member of CPB Contractors’ water team, which manages a $150m portfolio of work, Gemma has contributed 
to over 15 projects of varying scope and size, including water supply, wastewater and drainage projects. 

Gemma has gained the respect of her team members and clients through her ability to resolve problems quickly 
while maintaining the interests of the client, the construction team and the community. Having worked on all stages 
of projects – from tender phase through to delivery –Gemma has experienced the gamut of communications and 
community relations. Her projects have seen her liaise with a broad range of stakeholders, including community 
and environmental groups, councils and public transport authorities to understand their interests and concerns. 

The respect she has gained from the community, stakeholders and project teams has also extended to the client, 
Melbourne Water, who specifically requested she step in to take over the stakeholder and engagement function 
at short notice on other Melbourne Water projects where the nominated advisor was unavailable.

Gemma Ryan
CPB Contractors

Samantha Roberts-Chan
Laing O’Rourke

Samantha has over 15 years of experience in the construction industry providing project management and 
technical engineering support on a wide range of civil and infrastructure projects in the UK, Hong Kong and 
Australia. Samantha understands the need to build and lead a good strong team, she provides them direction 
and clarity around a task, explaining to them all the needs and requirements of the project and the stakeholders. 
She encourages her teams to be involved and responsible, she listening to their ideas and solutions providing 
them with constructive feedback. 

She seeks to understand everyone’s individual goals and provides them with, training, mentoring and coaching 
to help them achieve their full potential. 

Samantha believes it is extremely important that the industry helps to support and encourage our young 
generation. Throughout her career she has worked closely with local communities nurturing, encouraging and 
mentoring young people interested in a future career in the construction industry. She leads her teams by 
example, she is highly motivated, determined and a dedicated individual, who is always looking for the next 
challenge in her career.

Brownyn was born in 1991 in East Gippsland to a family with five children. She completed high school in 2008 
at St Margaret’s School in Berwick. She then immigrated to Northern England in 2009 to work at a girls school 
as a teaching assistant and board mistress, following her passion for sports - in particular field hockey. She 
travelled extensively during while working and upon completion returned to Melbourne to complete her teriarary 
studies. She moved to Geelong to complete two bachelor degrees, in Architecture (design) and Construction 
Management with honours. During her degree she also worked part time in hospitality to support herself. 

Bronwyn’s time with Probuild saw her work on a number of projects. Key project included Waurn Ponds Shopping 
Centre which in worked on from site commencement to completion while working full time, with a focus on 
OH&S, Quality and Structure Coordination in assistance to the Project Coordination. 

Following the completion of Waurn Ponds, she worked on the handover, contract closeout, 5 star as-built 
Greenstar submission and certification to the GBCA for Monaco hickey’s Western BACE project. She was 
responsible for finish coordination on Marina Tower a 46 storey and 16 storey hotel and apartment tower.

Bronwyn Rayner
Probuild Constructions
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Tania is the Director of a construction company in Victoria, while starting off as a sole trader after identifying a 
gap in the market she knew the only way to fill it would be to start her own business. 

Tania went on to establish a partnership and then expanding further and registering a company, now employing 
her husband, other family members, associated trades and believes the reason why construction businesses fail 
is because they either look at the macro picture of company or the micro, but the key is to look at both and drive 
innovation from the top and the bottom.

Tania Sasik
Edge Holdings Victoria

Marielle Salom
CPB Contractors /  
Monash University

Marielle said that ever since her school days, she knew she wanted to become an engineer. Currently, she is 
engineering a career in a traditionally male-dominated industry. She was the youngest member of the engineering 
team on the Blackburn Level Crossing Project and worked a full occupation over her university summer holidays. 

She was featured in the Progress Leader newspaper for “chang(ing) the face of the industry. Marielle continues 
to work for her company CPB Contractors during her university term and breaks, from Level Crossing Projects 
to tendering for diverse projects. She is enrolled in a Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours) and Commerce at 
Monash University in Clayton, Victoria. 

Balancing work and university was difficult but Marielle has said it boosted her organisational and study skills. 
Working in the real world of engineering inspired her in her studies, particularly when the two overlapped in 
content and application. Being one of the few women in both university and her workplace never has phased her, 
actually pushing her more to work harder. She believes construction engineering is where she sees herself after 
university and hopes to engineer a successful career, while encouraging more women to join her.

Kate Saggers is a Site Engineer on the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project. Working on one 
of largest transformative rail projects in Australia, Kate plays an integral role in the Substructures team and as 
a young leader. 

Kate is a high achiever with over nine years’ hands on experience as an Engineer, beginning her career as an 
undergraduate in Queensland. Her strong work ethic and ambition developed during her Undergraduate degree 
has set a precedent to her successes as a Site Engineer. Kate’s enthusiasm for the project and specialised 
knowledge in piling and foundations has seen her become a prominent leader, who has been requested to join 
Stakeholder groups on the project to manage key relationships and engagement with the wider community. 

Reflecting on her own experiences breaking into the construction industry, Kate fosters strong mentoring 
relationships with younger engineers and women in the construction industry. By channelling her confidence to 
inspire her peers, Kate supports an environment of continuous improvement, reflection and lessons learnt while 
developing her leadership skills. 

Kate’s pride in being a part of a transformative project has seen her push boundaries of innovation to achieve 
and share successes with the project and wider community.

Kate Saggers
Lendlease Engineering
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Renee Sheary
Probuild Constructions / 
University of Melbourne

Since being exposed to Construction Management at University, Renee’s passion for the industry has grown 
exponentially. 

At Probuild Constructions, Renee has immersed herself in her role as a Cadet and embraced all opportunities 
presented to her in a proactive and positive manner. Aside from her full time role as a cadet in 2017, Renee has 
dedicated numerous hours outside of work to contribute to the industry, to the broader community and to her 
own development. 

Renee commenced her studies in the Construction Management Masters at the University of Melbourne, 
attended numerous industry forums and Probuild networking events, represented Probuild at fundraising events, 
competed in the corporate triathlon, and developed a communication platform for the new Graduates & Cadets 
at Probuild. 

In the near future, Renee aims to increase her contribution to the Construction Industry, and would like to focus 
on promoting the industry to young women; a topic she is becoming increasingly passionate about. 

As her career progresses further she aspires to become an inspirational figure; whether it be promoting women 
to pursue careers within the industry or to be a project leader that others admire and look up to.

This nomination seeks to recognise the outstanding work that Amy performed while delivering the Hopkins 
Correctional Centre Expansion Project, delivered in Ararat between 2014 and 2016, as well as the ongoing 
support, mentorship and leadership that she continues to provide to her organisation and to young women 
entering the construction industry. 

On the Hopkins Correctional project, Amy was able to identify a number of challenges inherit to the project and 
collaboratively worked alongside the prison’s management team to address each in turn. These challenges 
included security concerns from working within a secure and volatile site, as well as maintaining the health and 
happiness of staff and providing effective training to staff taking on new responsibilities for the first time. 

The project was delivered with no significant safety incidents, and provides a showcase of Amy’s ability to 
effectively lead construction teams, manage project risks and drive best-for-project outcomes in challenging 
situations.

Amy Sheane-Smith
Multiplex

As Senior Project Engineer on the recently completed $200 million Victoria International Container Terminal (VICT) 
project, Chelsea was directly responsible for delivering the terminal works package, valued at approximately 
$135 million. As part of this role, four Site Engineers reported to her. 

During the VICT project, Chelsea was promoted to Acting Commercial Manager, a role which saw her report 
directly to the Project Director. While this was a steep learning curve, she took the challenge in her stride, 
working to improve processes and build collaborative relationships with the client. As part of this role Chelsea 
was acknowledged by the Project Director for improving the end of month process and seamlessly supporting 
the commercial functions of the project. 

As Acting Commercial Manager, Chelsea led a team of five women and succeeded in turning an unhappy, 
predominantly silo team into a collaborative, high performing cohort by taking the time to address each of their 
concerns and helping them to understand the importance of their role. 

Leading by example and addressing challenges through innovation and improved processes is something 
Chelsea strives to do each day and she is a role model for both the male and female engineers at BMD.

Chelsea Seville
BMD Group
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Susie Struhs
Downer Group

Susie is a transformational leader with over 16 years’ experience delivering a variety of complex multi-disciplinary 
infrastructure projects. Susie has held key leadership roles on some of Victoria’s most challenging civil and 
building projects and her ‘sleeves rolled-up’ style of management leadership motivates the teams she leads to 
perform with confidence. 

Susie’s foresight and approach to team integration to manage delivery interfaces ensures team commitment and 
certainty of execution. She is a clear and confident communicator, gets the big picture and respects positive 
contributions to project outcomes. 

We would like to recognise Susie’s contribution not only on a single project, but rather her achievement in leading 
the development and growth of Downer’s Victorian Infrastructure Projects Division. Susie’s significant impact 
has put Downer’s infrastructure capabilities back on the Victorian map and for the first time since 2012 Downer 
IPD has seen significant growth, the development of an highly competent and productive team, strengthened 
client relationships based on winning new projects for with VicRoads, VicTrack, Yarra Trams and the Department 
of Defense.

Sophie has been nominated for the Young Achiever award based on her motivated and ‘can do’ attitude 
displaying her commitment and passion for the construction industry and co-curricular activities. The submission 
demonstrates Sophie’s involvement in the industry, Hansen Yuncken and her studies. 

During Sophie’s time with Hansen Yuncken, she has gained knowledge and experience of the industry, with 
particular attention to Community Centres, Religious Chapels, Landscape and Civil Works, Pedestrian Bridge 
construction, Cafes, Industrial Facilities and office spaces. 

Outside of work, Sophie enjoys involvement in local sporting groups, and is currently involved in a basketball 
team. 

Sophie has demonstrated her commitment to learning through her development as a Project Coordinator, and 
recently moving into a Contract Administrator role within Hansen Yuncken. Sophie has identified interests within 
many aspects of the industry including Design Coordination/Management and Project Management. Throughout 
her career Sophie has been a key member with focus on safety, quality and delivering projects on time, with a 
pleased client.

Sophie Stewart
Hansen Yuncken

PROJECT
Downer – Victorian 

Infrastructure Projects 
Division
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Neela Suryamurthy
Watpac Construction

Loren Tairi
John Holland Group

As Services Manager, Neela is responsible for delivery of all services trade packages. Neela is involved at 
all stages of the construction process including tendering, procurement, design management, delivery, 
commissioning, client training and handover. 

Neela’s pragmatic leadership style, underpinned by her extensive knowledge of services systems, is immediately 
embraced by the site team and subcontractors. She displays strong commitment to fostering collaboration 
among the design team, delivery team and subcontractors. Neela’s demonstrated successful leadership includes: 

• Services Management Leadership: As Services Manager on the highly complex, bespoke, high-security 
Project National Banknote Site, Neela exceeded client expectations. 

• Implementing improved company procedures: developed more effective services commissioning and 
handover procedures, which are the new benchmark for these critical activities. 

• Training of junior staff in services management: developed a services training program for graduates, an 
area junior staff typically consider a challenging part of project delivery. 

• Chairing Watpac’s National Diversity Committee: Neela was tasked with establishing a Diversity 
Committee which, one year in, has achieved many short term goals. 

Neela is recognised as a future leader at Watpac due to her specialist services knowledge, fresh perspective to 
site problem solving and her promotion of a diverse and inclusive Watpac.

John Holland People & Culture Manager for Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania & New Zealand, Loren Tairi, 
has spearheaded groundbreaking initiatives that promote women’s participation and career progression in the 
construction industry. Her achievements include: 

Neela’s pragmatic leadership style, underpinned by her extensive knowledge of services systems, is immediately 
embraced by the site team and subcontractors. She displays strong commitment to fostering collaboration 
among the design team, delivery team and subcontractors. Neela’s demonstrated successful leadership includes: 

• Introducing an industry-first Women of Worth Leadership Program that empowers women to influence 
gender equality and diversity in the construction industry. 

• John Holland becoming the first construction contractor in Australia to provide 31 weeks paid parental 
leave. This required Loren to campaign for the retention of both the government entitlement of 18 weeks 
paid parental leave and the company’s 13-week contribution. 

• Rectifying gender pay differentials to ensure women who fulfil the same role as their male counterparts 
are paid equitably. 

• Changing company policy to allow women on parental leave to participate in salary reviews. 

• Implementing unconscious bias training to break down stereotyping and introduce new ways of thinking 
and language for performance and leadership. 

• Campaigning for gender statistics to be included in Executive Leadership Team KPIs.

Loren campaigned tirelessly for these initiatives, gaining top down buy-in from senior leaders and the CEO. 
They significantly advance the interests of women in the construction industry and position Loren as a worthy 
recipient of the 2017 NAWIC Crystal Award.
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Livee Tan is a registered architect and associate for Cox Architecture. For the last two years she has been 
working on the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal project as the Area 1 architectural lead, from 
the initial spark of the bid process all the way up to current construction efforts. This area encompasses 4km of 
track updates, the removal of four crossings and the construction of three new elevated stations at Carnegie, 
Murrumbeena and Hughesdale. 

She deserves to be recognised as an emerging leader for her ceaseless dedication to her team, her skills as a 
manager and communicator, and her advocacy on behalf of both the people under her supervision and their 
design vision.

Li Vee Tan
Cox Architecture

Working on various high-profile construction projects, Sally Tang has gained experience leading and coordinating 
teams to achieve client focused results. 

She has been a standout contributor to Hickory Group since joining the company in 2010 as an Estimator, before 
moving into a Contracts Administrator role in 2013. Gaining attention amongst her peers and leaders for her 
ability to identify challenges and work with others on solutions, Sally demonstrates great leadership potential. 
When tasked with a challenge, she responds positively by working together with her team on solutions, seizing 
every opportunity to learn and develop new skills. Being part of the team to deliver Hickory’s first project utilising 
Hickory Building Systems in an impressive 11 months, and completing a display suite for a potential client in just 
5 weeks, are two standout projects where Sally demonstrated her tenacity and determination to meet deadlines 
and satisfy client needs. 

To achieve successful outcomes, Sally relies on the strength of her working relationships, which are built on 
mutual respect and trust. With a natural ability to unite the strength of individuals to produce exceptional 
collective results, Sally is sure to become a future leader in the industry.

Sally Tang
Hickory Group

Each construction project that Emilija has worked on has been an exciting journey that has enriched her life in 
different ways. The accountability and trust provided by John Holland has allowed her to develop a variety of 
skills in a short period of time and increased both her competence and confidence. She believes construction is 
not a job but a lifestyle and has come to this personal belief by realising that she loves what she does. 

Construction encompasses the majority of her time, but she thinks it is the most rewarding industry. Building 
relationships with colleagues, stakeholders and people with various backgrounds combined with the ability to 
create something that adds value to a community or improves a way of life is exciting. 

Emilija is a young achiever who is demonstrating significant leadership qualities alongside her technical 
experience. Her capacity to self-reflect, be courageous and resilient, and critically, her ability to ask for help and 
tackle difficult conversations, are skills that she will build on and carry through her career. Emilija’s enthusiasm 
and passion for the industry and her contribution to building its future professionals, represents the essence of 
the John Holland brand. 

Emilija Trajkovska
John Holland Group
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Caroline Van den Broek has been nominated for the Young Achiever Award for her outstanding achievements 
within Project Delivery and Construction Management whilst working at Probuild Constructions. Despite her 
young age, Caroline has proven herself adept at taking on challenges beyond her experience and driving towards 
fit-for-purpose solutions to exceed expectations of all involved parties. 

Currently a Graduate with Probuild, Caroline has taken on a project coordination role to, among other things, 
deliver the high-end common areas at the Marina Towers project in Melbourne’s Docklands. Caroline’s 
approach of gaining understanding of the client and project objectives from the early stages has enabled her to 
communicate clearly and effectively with project stakeholders resulting in high quality outcomes. 

Outside of her role, Caroline is committed to giving back to her communities and assisting in the development 
of colleagues wherever possible. Caroline is seen as a mentor among her peers and is a driving force within the 
graduate program due to her enthusiasm, high quality work and the manner in which she completes it. 

Importantly, it is Caroline’s passion for learning about the industry and motivated nature that sets her apart as a 
young achiever and future leader in the construction industry.

Caroline Van Den Broek
Probuild Constructions

Emma Whiffen
Watpac Construction

Watpac is the Design and Construct Contractor in the Learning Communities Victoria (LCV) consortium selected 
by the Government to deliver the $291M Victorian New Schools PPP. The project involves the design, construction 
and commissioning of 15 schools across 12 different sites. 

As lead Design Manager, Emma overcame many project challenges as a result of her leadership in design project 
planning and delivering the client’s Brief. Key project challenges Emma managed included:  

• Brief Compliance: detailed design approval process 

• Whole-of-Life Design Management: determining an optimum solution focusing on Facilities Management, 
balanced with up-front costs  

• Stakeholder Management: internal and external stakeholders during design development and approvals 
process 

• Program demands: design completion for a challenging delivery timeline.

Emma’s attention to detail and ability to quickly grasp complex information proved invaluable in her role. She 
maintained a constant focus on the Brief, and consistently met design and construction team requirements 
through regular and extensive communication with the Government, State stakeholders, consortium members, 
consultants and Watpac’s construction team. Emma’s contribution to the project encompassed both Bid Design 
and Design Delivery phases over two years, and culminated in the successful completion and handover of the 
first Tranche of 9 schools in December 2016.
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Micala Witton is an Environmental Professional working within a national and extremely diverse Road Services 
business. Over the last 12 months Micala has been working on many projects, but the most notable have been 
described in this submission. 

Micala has implemented a contaminated land management system which has delivered real and substantial 
financial savings. She has also improved upon the environmental compliance governance regime across 34 
asphalt plants and many road maintenance and construction projects. Lastly Micala has directly contributed to 
an Australian first street sweeping repurposing plant. 

These projects have contributed to substantially decreasing environmental business risk, providing an economic 
benefit and have vastly improved the knowledge of the executive and other operational teams. Ultimately, Micala 
has directly contributed to lasting reduction of environmental impact.

Micala Witton
Downer Group

Madison Wright
North Eastern Maintenance 
Alliance / Deakin University

Madison is currently completing her 4th year of Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) / Bachelor of Commerce 
(Management) as a cloud based student with Deakin University. 

Madison initially entered construction as a trainee plant operator in 2010, becoming the 4th generation in her 
family to become a plant operator. At this time Madison was self-funding her Aviation Training in hopes to 
become a pilot. 

By the time she achieved her Private Pilot’s Licence, she had formed a solid network of connections and 
thoroughly enjoyed her work in construction. Madison worked Fly-In Fly-Out on several projects in Central QLD 
with John Holland, Rio Tinto, BMA and Abi Group before deciding to pursue a career in Engineering.



–
Women in 
Construction
RMIT prepares women for an exciting career 
in construction

Each year more women are enrolling to study RMIT’s 
renowned programs in Construction Management. 
The programs are constantly evolving to meet the 
demands of the construction industry and open up 
new and exciting career prospects.

RMIT encourages women to explore programs in:
• Construction Management
• Project Management
• Property and Valuation

Undergraduate and postgraduate programs 
are available.

Interested in building your career? 
Contact: School of Property, Construction and 
Project Management on 03 9925 2230 or email 
construction@rmit.edu.au

Find out more at rmit.edu.au/propertyconstruction

Multiplex is a proud 
sponsor of the 2017 
NAWIC Awards. 

Congratulations to 
all nominees.

www.multiplex.global
For Melbourne enquiries please call +61 3 9353 3500

SYDNEY PERTH MELBOURNE ADELAIDE BRISBANE
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